Magnetic measurement by electron magnetic circular dichroism in the transmission electron microscope.
Magnetic measurement by transmitted electrons at nanometer or even atomic scale is always an attractive and challenging issue in the transmission electron microscope. Electron magnetic circular dichroism, proposed in 2003 and realized in 2006, opens a new insight into the measurement of local magnetic properties. Later, it is developed into a powerful technique for quantitative magnetic measurement with site specificity and element specificity at high spatial resolution over years of efforts, both in the aspect of theory and experiments. The novel technique has been widely applied to the characterization of magnetic materials now. This present review gives an overview of its development and applications in the past fifteen years since its invention. The theory of electron magnetic circular dichroism and its development are reviewed. The diffraction geometry and experimental setups are summarized. The general way for quantitative measurement of magnetic parameters is presented with typical cases. Representative breakthroughs in method development and applications over a wide range of materials are then described. Finally, prospects for future development are briefly discussed.